
“LET US NOT GROW TIRED OF DOING GOOD”: 
THE VALUE OF SWEAT EQUITY 

In the best of times, teaching is a challenging profession. With each passing year, teachers grow older while 
their students stay the same! The “cool” young teacher hits 30 and begins ever so gradually to lose common 
ground. When I began high school, my very favorite teacher was also my most difficult. He was smart, 
tough, and appropriately distant (so it seemed). He never let us take short cuts. Invariably, a student would 
ask, “What will be on Friday’s exam?” His response never deviated– “Everything since the last exam.” 
Gee, thanks! I learned the meaning of the phrase “spoon feeding.” Our class would receive none of it. Nor 
did anyone dare to “goof off” in his class. His distinguished greying beard added a grandfatherly air to his 
visage. A decade later, I returned to my alma mater as priest chaplain. In 2001, it suddenly dawned on me. 
I was the same age as my biology teacher when I encountered him in 9th grade. Grandfatherly? Ouch! 

Today’s teaching landscape has changed dramatically, especially in our public schools. Grade inflation 
has long been a creeping issue, but it seems to be out of hand. In my high school, graduation honors (Summa 
cum laude, Magna cum laude and Cum laude) were strictly enforced– 5% for each of three categories. No 
more. The same was true for yearly academic honors. Only the top 10% (14 students max) of the class 
received the Eagle Award and were honored at a dinner with faculty and parents. Today, such honors are 
often greatly expanded. Wouldn’t want anyone to feel left out! I take the contrarian view. My sophomore 
slump resulted in my missing the award by one student! Yet, it served to motivate me the following year 
and I became a much better student as a result. Though unhappy with my grade in the class that torpedoed 
my GPA, it never once crossed my mind that the school was “damaging” my esteem! 

The Saint Public School policy reads as follows (policy 510.03, revised 2019, my emphasis added): “Class 
rankings and the honor-point averages for members of the senior class shall not be made public. This shall 
apply to school newspapers, yearbooks, public announcements, and public news media. In addition, no 

valedictorian or salutatorian shall be named.” Cui bono? What is the “good” flowing from this? It only 
reinforces the false notion to our youth that equity requires that everyone feels like a winner, when in 
reality life metes out its humbling and sometimes painful lessons. A fundamental duty of adults is to prepare 
young people for the real world, one in which “entitlement” carries little weight. Calculus was no cake walk 
for me. I stumbled a bit until I finally discovered my niche and passion for history and religion.  

Did I love studying? Of course not, but the rules of our family home ensured ample study time at our 
desks. No television on school nights– period! The words of St. Paul come to mind: “Let us not grow tired 
of doing good.” (Eph 6:9) Somehow, I managed to finagle an occasional viewing of my favorite “crime 
drama”– Charlie’s Angels, Wednesdays at 9:00 p.m.! Early to bed, early to rise did not apply those nights! 
But seriously, our parents kept tabs on us. They knew when we had exams, so at the dinner table we could 
expect there might be a question about how it went. Was it prying? I never thought so– they were paying 
the tuition, after all! It was parental involvement. If a disciplinary issue arose (heaven forbid!), you better 
believe that the school’s version was respectfully received.  

Once, my mother questioned a novice English teacher on a “correction” he had made to my brother’s essay. 
Presented with a citation from “Warriner’s English Grammar and Composition” his errant red pencil was 
replaced with a red face instead! Peter was mortified! Said teacher later became one my colleagues. He 
himself recalled the story with a chuckle– “She was 100% correct!” Whither is such parental engagement 
today? Teachers are increasingly verbally and, in some cases, physically attacked. According to the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, at the start of this past academic year, America’s public schools employed 567,000 

fewer educators than they did pre-pandemic. Gee, I wonder why. In all my years of teaching at the 
secondary level, I recall only one student arguing a semester final grade. Having kept meticulous notes, I 
defended the calculation of his grade. And to his credit, he accepted it on the spot. Now, if I were teaching 
today, my experience might be very different.  



I never accepted for a nanosecond that “B” stood for “bad” nor that half the class should receive “A’s” for 
their work. Call me a throwback! Test scores following the pandemic are revealing just how seriously many 
students regressed. Will they ever recover fully? Across the nation, reading scores dropped to their lowest 

levels in 30 years. Not a single state saw a notable improvement in their average test scores. Minnesota 
experienced an 11% drop in math proficiency compared to pre-pandemic levels. That is totally 
unacceptable! Only a concerted effort will enable students to begin to recover. If schools insist on social 
promotion to the next grade level, any academic recovery will remain elusive. The equity we need most in 
our schools right now is sweat equity! Hard work yields its own benefits.  

• I am humbled that during my tenure here, generous parishioners supportive of the priorities of 
their Archbishop annually step up to the plate. Once again, I invite your support of the Catholic 

Services Appeal. Commitment Sunday is next weekend. 

• When the new $21 million parish Church of St. Charles Borromeo opened in Visalia, CA last 
week, it was dubbed the largest parish church in the country, seating a whopping 3,200. Three 
smaller parishes consolidated into one mega-parish. While “mega-parishes” are not a panacea, 
dioceses must be realistic in considering the sheer number of Masses being offered vis-à-vis priest 
personnel. 

• Altar server or wickedly accurate field goal kicker? If your name is Harrison Butker of the Super 
Bowl bound Kansas City Chiefs, you are both! The devout Catholic husband and father is one of 
the best kickers in the NFL. And he serves the traditional Latin Mass at his parish in Leawood, 
Kansas. Click here to watch an inspiring video about his return to the Catholic faith in college. 
Chiefs by 3! 

• L'Etoile du Nord no more? Believing that the flag is “outdated,” lawmakers aim to remake our 
state flag. It currently portrays both a native American on a horse and a white farmer with a plow. 
It is true that 20 other state flags have blue backgrounds with the state seal. Yet, I suspect the lady 
slipper, pines and St. Anthony Falls may all fall by the wayside in favor of a simpler design. 

• I could never– under any circumstances– be present when opening someone’s tomb. I’m way too 
squeamish. The mummified body of King Tutankhamun (“Tut”) was revealed 100 years ago this 
Thursday. His tomb was opened 3000+ years after his death ca. 1325 B.C. 

• The ancient Christian city of Aleppo, Syria was among the hardest hit in the 7.8 magnitude 
earthquake that has claimed 11,000 lives in Turkey and Syria. Please pray for all people in this 
devastated region.  

Sincerely in Christ,  

Fr. John L. Ubel,  

Rector 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEfq7PFLypY

